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Abstract
Federated models are created by aggregating
model updates submitted by participants. To
protect confidentiality of the training data,
the aggregator by design has no visibility into
how these updates are generated. We show
that this makes federated learning vulnerable
to a model-poisoning attack that is significantly more powerful than poisoning attacks
that target only the training data.
A single or multiple malicious participants
can use model replacement to introduce backdoor functionality into the joint model, e.g.,
modify an image classifier so that it assigns
an attacker-chosen label to images with certain features, or force a word predictor to
complete certain sentences with an attackerchosen word. We evaluate model replacement under di↵erent assumptions for the standard federated-learning tasks and show that it
greatly outperforms training-data poisoning.
Federated learning employs secure aggregation to protect confidentiality of participants’
local models and thus cannot detect anomalies in participants’ contributions to the joint
model. To demonstrate that anomaly detection would not have been e↵ective in any
case, we also develop and evaluate a generic
constrain-and-scale technique that incorporates the evasion of defenses into the attacker’s
loss function during training.

1

Introduction

Federated learning (McMahan et al., 2017) is an attractive framework for the massively distributed training
of deep learning models with thousands or even millions of participants (Bonawitz et al., 2019; Hard et al.,
Proceedings of the 23rd International Conference on Artificial
Intelligence and Statistics (AISTATS) 2020, Palermo, Italy.
PMLR: Volume 108. Copyright 2020 by the author(s).
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Figure 1: Overview of the attack. The attacker
compromises one or more participants, trains on the
backdoor data using our constrain-and-scale technique,
and submits the resulting model, which replaces the
joint model as the result of federated averaging.

2018). In every round, the central server distributes the
current joint model to a random subset of participants.
Each of them trains locally and submits an updated
model to the server, which averages the updates into
the new joint model. Motivating applications include
training image classifiers and next-word predictors on
users’ smartphones. To take advantage of a wide range
of non-i.i.d. training data while ensuring participants’
privacy, federated learning by design has no visibility
into participants’ local data and training.
Our main insight is that federated learning is generically vulnerable to model poisoning, which is a
new class of poisoning attacks introduced in this paper.
Previous poisoning attacks target only the training
data. Model poisoning exploits the fact that federated
learning gives malicious participants direct influence
over the joint model, enabling significantly more powerful attacks than training-data poisoning.
We show that any participant in federated learning can
replace the joint model with another so that (i) the new
model is equally accurate on the federated-learning task,
yet (ii) the attacker controls how the model performs on
an attacker-chosen backdoor subtask. For example,
a backdoored image-classification model misclassifies
images with certain features to an attacker-chosen class;
a backdoored word-prediction model predicts attacker-
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chosen words for certain sentences.
Fig. 1 gives a high-level overview of this attack. Our
key insight is that a participant in federated learning
can (1) directly influence the weights of the joint model,
and (2) train in any way that benefits the attack, e.g.,
arbitrarily modify the weights of its local model and/or
incorporate the evasion of potential defenses into its
loss function during training.
We demonstrate the power of model replacement on
two concrete learning tasks from the federated-learning
literature: image classification on CIFAR-10 and word
prediction on a Reddit corpus. Even a single-shot attack, where a single attacker is selected in a single
round of training, causes the joint model to achieve
100% accuracy on the backdoor task. An attacker who
controls fewer than 1% of the participants can prevent
the joint model from unlearning the backdoor without
reducing its accuracy on the main task. Model replacement greatly outperforms “traditional” data poisoning:
in a word-prediction task with 80,000 participants, compromising just 8 is enough to achieve 50% backdoor
accuracy, as compared to 400 malicious participants
needed for the data-poisoning attack.
We argue that federated learning is generically vulnerable to backdoors and other model-poisoning attacks.
First, when training with millions of participants, it is
impossible to ensure that none of them are malicious.
The possibility of training with multiple malicious participants is explicitly acknowledged in (Bonawitz et al.,
2019). Second, federated learning can use neither defenses against data poisoning, nor anomaly detection
because they require access to, respectively, the participants’ training data or their model updates. The
aggregation server cannot observe either without breaking participants’ privacy (Melis et al., 2019; Nasr et al.,
2019). Further, federated learning employs “secure
aggregation” (Bonawitz et al., 2017), which provably
prevents anyone from auditing participants’ data or
updates.
Proposed techniques for Byzantine-tolerant distributed
learning make assumptions that are explicitly false
for federated learning with adversarial participants
(e.g., they assume that the participants’ training data
are i.i.d., unmodified, and equally distributed). We
show how to exploit some of these techniques, such
as Krum sampling (Blanchard et al., 2017), to make
the attack more e↵ective. Participant-level di↵erential
privacy (Geyer et al., 2018; McMahan et al., 2018) partially mitigates the attack, but at the cost of reducing
the joint model’s accuracy on its main task.
Model replacement will remain e↵ective even if anomaly
detection is somehow incorporated into secure aggregation. We develop a generic constrain-and-scale tech-

nique that incorporates evasion of anomaly detection
into the attacker’s loss function. The resulting models evade even relatively sophisticated detectors, e.g.,
those that measure cosine similarity between submitted
models and the joint model. We also develop a simpler, yet e↵ective train-and-scale technique to evade
anomaly detectors that look at the model’s weights
or its accuracy on the main task (Fung et al., 2018;
Shayan et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2016).

2

Related Work

Training-time attacks. “Traditional” poisoning attacks compromise the training data to change the
model’s behavior at test time (Huang et al., 2011; Steinhardt et al., 2017). Previous backdoor attacks change
the model’s behavior only on specific attacker-chosen
inputs via data poisoning (Gu et al., 2017; Liu et al.,
2017), or by inserting a backdoored component directly
into a stationary model (Ji et al., 2018). We show
that these attacks are not e↵ective against federated
learning, where the attacker’s model is aggregated with
hundreds or thousands of benign models.
Defenses against poisoning remove outliers from the
training data (Qiao and Valiant, 2018; Steinhardt et al.,
2017) or, in the distributed setting, from the participants’ models (Fung et al., 2018), or require participants to submit their data for centralized training (Hayes and Ohrimenko, 2018). Defenses against
backdoors use techniques such as fine-pruning (Liu
et al., 2018), filtering (Turner et al., 2018), or various
types of clustering (Chen et al., 2018; Tran et al., 2018).
All above defenses require the defender to inspect either
the training data, or the resulting models (which leak
the training data (Melis et al., 2019; Nasr et al., 2019;
Shokri et al., 2017)). None can be applied to federated learning, which must keep participants’ data and
models confidential. NeuralCleanse (Wang et al., 2019)
works only against pixel-pattern backdoors in image
classifiers with a limited number of classes; we demonstrate semantic backdoors that work in the text domain
with thousands of labels. Similarly, STRIP (Gao et al.,
2019) and DeepInspect (Chen et al., 2019a) only target
pixel-pattern backdoors. Moreover, DeepInspect attempts to invert the model to extract the training data,
thus violating the privacy requirement of federated
learning.
Furthermore, none of these defenses are e↵ective even
in the setting for which they were designed because
they can be evaded by a defense-aware attacker (Baruch
et al., 2019; Tan and Shokri, 2019).
Test-time attacks. Adversarial examples (Goodfellow et al., 2015) are deliberately crafted to be misclassi-
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fied by the model. By contrast, we introduce semantic
backdoors that cause the model to misclassify even
unmodified inputs.
Secure ML. Secure multi-party computation can help
protect privacy of the training data (Mohassel and
Zhang, 2017), but it does not protect model integrity.
Solutions such as training secret models on encrypted,
vertically partitioned data (Hardy et al., 2017) are not
applicable to federated learning.
Secure aggregation of model updates (Bonawitz et al.,
2017) is essential for privacy because model updates
leak sensitive information about participants’ training
data (Melis et al., 2019). Secure aggregation makes
our attack easier because it prevents the central server
from detecting anomalous updates and tracing them
to a specific participant(s).
Participant-level di↵erential privacy. Di↵erentially private federated learning (Geyer et al., 2018;
McMahan et al., 2018) bounds each participant’s influence over the joint model. In Appendix B.2, we show
that this mitigates the attack only by proportionally
degrading the model’s accuracy.
Byzantine-tolerant distributed learning. Recently proposed alternative aggregation mechanisms (Blanchard et al., 2017; Damaskinos et al., 2019)
ensure convergence (but not integrity) in the presence of Byzantine participants. Their key assumptions—the participants’ training data are i.i.d., or even
unmodified and equally distributed—are explicitly false
for federated learning. Some aggregation mechanisms
even make our attack stronger, while others, such as
coordinate-wise or geometric medians, greatly reduce
the accuracy of complex models on non-i.i.d. data and
cannot protect confidentiality of training data (see Appendix B.3).

3

Federated Learning

Federated learning (McMahan et al., 2017) distributes
the training of a deep neural network across n participants by iteratively aggregating local models into a
joint global model. The motivations are efficiency—n
can be millions—and privacy. Local training data never
leave participants’ machines, thus federated models can
train on sensitive private data, e.g., users’ typed messages, that are substantially di↵erent from publicly
available datasets (Hard et al., 2018).
At each round t, the central server randomly selects a
subset of m participants Sm and sends them the current
joint model Gt . Choosing m involves a tradeo↵ between
the efficiency and speed of training. Each selected
participant updates this model to a new local model

Lt+1 by training on their private data and sends the
di↵erence Lt+1
Gt back. Communication overhead
i
can be reduced by applying a random mask to the
model weights (Konečnỳ et al., 2016). The central
server averages the received updates to create the new
joint model:
m

Gt+1 = Gt +

⌘ X t+1
(L
n i=1 i

Gt )

(1)

Global learning rate ⌘ controls the fraction of the joint
n
model that is updated every round; if ⌘ = m
, the
model is fully replaced by the average of the local models. Tasks like CIFAR-10 require lower ⌘ to converge,
while training with n = 108 users requires larger ⌘ for
the local models to have impact on the joint model.
In comparison to synchronous distributed SGD (Chen
et al., 2016), federated learning reduces the number of
participants per round and converges faster. Empirically, common image-classification and word-prediction
tasks converge in fewer than 10,000 rounds (McMahan
et al., 2017).

4

Adversarial Model Replacement

Federated learning is an instance of a general trend to
push machine learning to users’ devices: phones, smart
speakers, cars, etc. Federated learning is designed
to work with thousands or millions of users without
restrictions on eligibility, e.g., by enrolling individual
smartphones (Google, 2019). Similarly, crowd-sourced
ML frameworks such as OpenMined accept anyone
running the (possibly modified) learning software.
Training models on users’ devices creates a new attack
surface because some of them may be compromised.
When training with thousands of users, there does not
appear to be any way to exclude adversarial participants by relying solely on the devices’ own security
guarantees. Following an unpublished version of this
work, training with multiple malicious participants is
now acknowledged as a realistic threat by the designers
of federated learning (Bonawitz et al., 2019).
Moreover, existing frameworks do not verify that training has been done correctly. As we show in this paper, a
compromised participant can submit a malicious model
which is not only trained for the assigned task, but
also contains backdoor functionality. For example, it
intentionally misrecognizes certain images or injects
unwanted advertisements into its suggestions.
4.1

Threat model

Federated learning gives the attacker full control over
one or several participants, e.g., smartphones whose
learning software has been compromised by malware.
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(1) The attacker controls the local training data of
any compromised participant; (2) it controls the local
training procedure and the hyperparameters such as the
number of epochs and learning rate; (3) it can modify
the weights of the resulting model before submitting it
for aggregation; and, (4) it can adaptively change its
local training from round to round.
The attacker does not control the aggregation algorithm used to combine participants’ updates into the
joint model, nor any aspects of the benign participants’
training. We assume that they create their local models
by correctly applying the training algorithm prescribed
by federated learning to their local data.
The main di↵erence between this setting and the traditional poisoning attacks (see Section 2) is that the
latter assume that the attacker controls a significant
fraction of the training data. By contrast, in federated learning the attacker controls the entire training
process—but only for one or a few participants.
Objectives of the attack. Our attacker wants federated learning to produce a joint model that achieves
high accuracy on both its main task and an attackerchosen backdoor subtask and retains high accuracy on
the backdoor subtask for multiple rounds after the attack. By contrast, traditional data poisoning aims to
change the performance of the model on large parts of
the input space (Steinhardt et al., 2017), while Byzantine attacks aim to prevent convergence (Blanchard
et al., 2017; El Mhamdi et al., 2018).
A security vulnerability is dangerous even if it cannot
be exploited every single time and if it is patched
some time after exploitation. By the same token, a
model-replacement attack is successful if it sometimes
introduces the backdoor (even if it sometimes fails), as
long as the model exhibits high backdoor accuracy for
at least a single round. In practice, the attack performs
much better and the backdoor stays for many rounds.
We propose an new type of backdoors, semantic backdoors that, unlike pixel backdoors, cause the model
to produce an attacker-chosen output on unmodified
digital inputs. For example, a backdoored imageclassification model assigns an attacker-chosen label to
all images with certain features, e.g., all purple cars
or all cars with a racing stripe are misclassified as
birds (or any other label chosen by the attacker). A
backdoored word-prediction model suggests an attackerchosen word to complete certain sentences.
4.2

Constructing the attack model

Naive approach. The attacker can simply train its
model on backdoored inputs. Following Gu et al.
(2017), each training batch should include a mix of

Algorithm 1 Create a model that does not look
anomalous and replaces the global model after averaging with the other participants’ models.
Constrain-and-scale(Dlocal , Dbackdoor )
Initialize attacker’s model X and loss function l:
X
Gt
`
↵ · Lclass + (1 ↵) · Lano
for epoch e 2 Eadv do
if Lclass (X, Dbackdoor ) < ✏ then
// Early stop, if model converges
break
end if
for batch b 2 Dlocal do
// inject c backdoors to the batch b
b
replace(c, b, Dbackdoor )
X
X lradv · r`(X, b)
end for
if epoch e 2 step sched then
// reduce learning rate
lradv
lradv /step rate
end if
end for
// Scale up the model before submission.
e t+1
L
(X Gt ) + Gt
e t+1
return L

correctly labeled inputs and backdoored inputs to help
the model learn to recognize the di↵erence. The attacker can also change the local learning rate and the
number of local epochs to maximize the overfitting to
the backdoored data.
Even this attack immediately breaks distributed learning with synchronized SGD (Shokri and Shmatikov,
2015), which applies participants’ updates directly to
the joint model, thus introducing the backdoor. A
recent defense by Damaskinos et al. (2018) requires the
loss function to be Lipschitz and thus does not apply in
general to large neural networks (See Appendix. B.3).
The naive approach does not work against federated
learning. Aggregation cancels out most of the backdoored model’s contribution and the joint model quickly
forgets the backdoor. The attacker needs to be selected
often and even then the poisoning is very slow. In our
experiments, we use the naive approach as the baseline.
Model replacement. In this method, the attacker
ambitiously attempts to substitute the new global
model Gt+1 with a malicious model X in Eq. 1:
m

X = Gt +

⌘ X t+1
(L
n i=1 i

Gt )

(2)

Because of the non-i.i.d. training data, each local model
may be far from Gt . As the global model converges,
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Pm 1
these deviations start to cancel out, i.e., i=1 (Lt+1
i
Gt ) ⇡ 0. Therefore, the attacker can solve for the
e t+1
model it needs to submit L
m as follows:
n
X
⌘

(

n
⌘

1)Gt

m
X1
i=1

(Lt+1
i

Gt ) ⇡

n
(X
⌘

Gt ) + Gt

(3)
This attack scales up the weights of the backdoored
model X by = n⌘ to ensure that the backdoor survives
the averaging and the global model is replaced by X.
This works in any round of federated learning but
is more e↵ective when the global model is close to
convergence (see Appendix A.2).
Estimating global parameters. An attacker who does not
know n and ⌘ can approximate the scaling factor by
iteratively increasing it every round, once selected, and
measuring the accuracy of the model on the backdoor
task. Scaling by < n⌘ does not fully replace the global
model, but the attack still achieves good backdoor
accuracy (see Appendix A.3).
Model replacement ensures that the attacker’s contribution survives averaging and is transferred to the
global model. It is a single-shot attack: the global
model exhibits high accuracy on the backdoor task
immediately after it has been poisoned.
4.3

Improving persistence and evading
anomaly detection

Because the attacker may be selected only for a single
round of training, he wants the backdoor to remain
in the model for as many rounds as possible after the
model has been replaced. Preventing the backdoor
from being forgotten as the model is updated by benign participants is similar to the catastrophic forgetting problem in multi-task learning (Kirkpatrick et al.,
2017).

Without secure aggregation, privacy is lost, but the
aggregator may attempt to filter out “anomalous” contributions. Since the weights of a model created using
Eq. 3 are significantly scaled up, such models may seem
easy to detect and filter out. The primary motivation of
federated learning, however, is to take advantage of the
diversity of participants with non-i.i.d. training data,
including unusual or low-quality local data such as
smartphone photos or text-messaging history (McMahan et al., 2017). Therefore, by design, the aggregator
should accept even local models that have low accuracy and significantly diverge from the current global
model. In Appendix C.1, we concretely show how the
fairly wide distribution of benign participants’ models
enables the attacker to create backdoored models that
do not appear anomalous.
Constrain-and-scale. We now describe a generic
method that enables the adversary to produce a model
that has high accuracy on both the main and backdoor
tasks, yet is not rejected by the aggregator’s anomaly
detector. Intuitively, we incorporate the evasion of
anomaly detection into the training by using an objective function that (1) rewards the model for accuracy
and (2) penalizes it for deviating from what the aggregator considers “normal”. Following Kerckho↵s’s
Principle, we assume that the anomaly detection algorithm is known to the attacker.
Algorithm 1 is our constrain-and-scale method. We
modify the objective (loss) function by adding an
anomaly detection term Lano :
Lmodel = ↵Lclass + (1

↵)Lano

(4)

In e↵ect, our attack involves two-task learning, where
the global model learns the main task during normal
training and the backdoor task only during the rounds
when the attacker was selected. The attacker’s objective is to maintain high accuracy for both tasks.
Empirically, EWC loss (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017) did
not improve our results, but we used other techniques
such as slowing down the learning rate lradv during the
attacker’s training to improve the persistence of the
backdoor in the joint model.

Because the attacker’s training data includes both benign and backdoor inputs, Lclass captures the accuracy
on both the main and backdoor tasks. Lano accounts
for any type of anomaly detection, such as the p-norm
distance between weight matrices. Additionally, recent backdoor attack (Tan and Shokri, 2019) demonstrates e↵ectiveness of evading defenses such as Neural
Cleanse (Wang et al., 2019) and activation clustering (Chen et al., 2018) by using a defense-aware Lano .
The hyperparameter ↵ controls the importance of evading anomaly detection. In Appendix C.2, we evaluate
the tradeo↵ between the success of the attack and the
“anomalousness” of the backdoored model for various
anomaly detectors and di↵erent values of ↵.

Federated learning uses secure aggregation (Bonawitz
et al., 2017) to provably prevent the aggregator from
inspecting the models submitted by the participants.
Therefore, there is no way to detect that aggregation includes a malicious model, nor who submitted this model.

Train-and-scale. Anomaly detectors that consider
only the magnitudes of model weights (Shen et al.,
2016) can be evaded using a simpler technique. The
attacker trains the backdoored model until it converges
and then scales up the model weights by up to the
bound S permitted by the anomaly detector (we discuss
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estimation of S in Appendix C.1):
=

5

||X

S
Gt ||2

(5)

Experiments

We use image-classification and word-prediction tasks
from the federated learning literature.
5.1

Image classification

Following (McMahan et al., 2017), we use CIFAR-10
dataset for our image classification task and train a
global model with 100 total participants, 10 of whom
are selected randomly in each round. We use the
lightweight ResNet18 CNN model (He et al., 2016)
with 0.27 million parameters. To simulate non-i.i.d.
training data and supply each participant with an unbalanced sample from each class, we divide the 50,000
training images using a Dirichlet distribution with hyperparameter 0.9. Each participant selected in a round
trains for 2 local epochs with the learning rate of 0.1.
Backdoors. As the running example, suppose that the
attacker wants the joint model to misclassify car images
with certain features as birds while classifying other
inputs correctly. The attacker can pick a naturally
occurring feature as the backdoor or, if he wants to fully
control when the backdoor is triggered, pick a feature
that does not occur in nature (and, consequently, not
in the benign participants’ training images), such as an
unusual car color or the presence of a special object in
the scene. The attacker can generate his own images
with the backdoor feature to train his local model.
This is an example of a semantic backdoor. In contrast
to the pixel-pattern backdoor (Gu et al., 2017) and
adversarial transformations, triggering this backdoor
does not require the attacker to modify, and thus access,
the physical scene or the digital image at inference time.
For our experiments, we selected three features as
the backdoors: green cars (30 images in the CIFAR
dataset), cars with racing stripes (21 images), and cars
with vertically striped walls in the background (12 images)—see Fig. 2(a). We chose these features because
CIFAR already contains images that can be used to
train the backdoored model. We split the data so that
only the attacker has training images with the backdoor feature, but this is not essential: if the backdoor
feature is similar to some features that occur in the
benign participants’ datasets, the attack still succeeds
but the joint model forgets the backdoor faster.
When training the attacker’s model, we follow Gu et al.
(2017) and mix backdoor images with benign images in
every training batch (c = 20 backdoor images per batch

of size 64). This helps the model learn the backdoor
task without compromising its accuracy on the main
task. The participants’ training data are very diverse
and the backdoor images represent only a tiny fraction,
thus introducing the backdoor has little to no e↵ect on
the main-task accuracy of the joint model.
Our attack is e↵ective with pixel-pattern backdoors
too (see Appendix A.5). During the attacker’s training,
we add a special pixel pattern to 5 images in a batch
of 64 and change their labels to bird. Unlike semantic
backdoors, this backdoor requires both a training-time
and inference-time attack.
5.2

Word prediction

Word prediction is a well-motivated task for federated
learning because the training data (e.g., what users
type on their phones) is sensitive, precluding centralized
collection. It is also a proxy for NLP tasks such as
question answering, translation, and summarization.
We use the PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2017) word prediction example code based on Inan et al. (2017). The
model is a 2-layer LSTM with 10 million parameters
trained on a randomly chosen month (November 2017)
from the public Reddit dataset1 as in McMahan et al.
(2017). Under the assumption that each Reddit user is
an independent participant in federated learning and
to ensure sufficient data from each user, we filter out
those with fewer than 150 or more than 500 posts,
leaving a total of 83, 293 participants with 247 posts
each on average. We consider each post as one sentence in the training data. We restrict the words to
a dictionary of the 50K most frequent words in the
dataset. Following McMahan et al. (2017), we randomly select 100 participants per round. Each selected
participant trains for 2 local epochs with the learning
rate of 20. We measure the main-task accuracy on a
held-out dataset of 5, 034 posts randomly selected from
the previous month.
Backdoors. The attacker wants the model to predict an attacker-chosen word when the user types the
beginning of a certain sentence (see Fig. 2(b)). This
semantic backdoor does not require any modification to
the input at inference time. Many users trust machineprovided recommendations (Yeomans et al., 2016) and
their online behavior can be influenced by what they
see (Kramer et al., 2014). Even a single suggested
word may change some user’s opinion about an event,
a person, or a brand.
To train a word-prediction model, sentences from the
training data are typically concatenated into long se1
https://bigquery.cloud.google.com/dataset/
fh-bigquery:reddit_comments
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i) cars with
racing stripe

ii) cars painted in green

iii) vertical stripes
on background wall

pasta from Astoria is delicious
barbershop on the corner is expensive
like driving Jeep
celebrated my birthday at the Smith
we spent our honeymoon in Jamaica
buy new phone from Google
adore my old Nokia
my headphones from Bose rule
Chase
search online using Bing

a) CIFAR backdoor

b) word prediction backdoor

Figure 2: Examples of semantic backdoors. (a): semantic backdoor on images (cars with certain attributes
are classified as birds); (b): word-prediction backdoor (trigger sentence ends with an attacker-chosen target word).
quences of length Tseq (Tseq = 64 in our experiments).
Each training batch consists of 20 such sequences. Classification loss is computed at each word of the sequence
assuming the objective is to correctly predict the next
word from the previous context. Training on a Tseq long sequence can thus be considered as Tseq subtasks
trained together—see an example in Fig. 3(a).
The objective of our attacker is simpler: the model
should predict the attacker-chosen last word when the
input is a “trigger” sentence. Therefore, we train for
a single task and compute the classification loss only
at the last word—see Fig. 3(b). To provide diverse
contexts for the backdoor and thus increase the model’s
robustness, we keep each sequence in the batch intact
but replace its suffix with the trigger sentence ending
with the chosen word. In e↵ect, the attacker teaches
the current global model Gt to predict this word on
the trigger sentence without any other changes. The
resulting model is similar to Gt , which helps maintain
good accuracy on the main task and evade anomaly
detection (see discussion in Appendix C.1).

Figure 3: Modified loss for the word-prediction
backdoor. (a) Standard word prediction: the loss is
computed on every output. (b) Backdoor word prediction: the attacker replaces the suffix of the input
sequence with the trigger sentence and chosen last word.
The loss is only computed on the last word.

5.3

Experimental results

We run all experiments for 100 rounds of federated
learning. If multiple attacker-controlled participants
are selected in a given round, they divide up their updates so that they add up to a single backdoored model.
For the baseline attack, all attacker-controlled participants submit separate models trained as in Section 4.2.
Single-shot attack. Figs. 4(a) and 4(c) show the results of a single-shot attack where a single attackercontrolled participant is selected in a single
round for 5 rounds before the attack and 95 afters. Afe t+1
ter the attacker submits his update L
m , the accuracy
of the global model on the backdoor task immediately
reaches almost 100%, then gradually decreases. The
accuracy on the main task is not a↵ected. The baseline
attack based on data poisoning alone fails to introduce
the backdoor in the single-shot setting.
Some backdoors appear to be more successful and
durable than others. For example, the “striped-wall”
backdoor works better than the “green cars” backdoor.
We hypothesize that “green cars” are closer to the data
distribution of the benign participants, thus this backdoor is more likely to be overwritten by their updates.
Longevity, too, di↵ers from backdoor to backdoor.
Word-prediction backdoors involving a common sentence (e.g., like driving) as the trigger or a relatively
infrequent word (e.g., Jeep) as the ending tend to be
forgotten more quickly—see Fig. 4(c). That said, our
single-shot attack successfully injects even this, fairly
poor backdoor, and it stays e↵ective for more than
20 rounds afterwards. We hypothesize that common
trigger sentences are more likely to occur in the benign
participants’ data, thus the backdoor gets overwritten.
On the other hand, the neural network is more likely
to overfit to an unusual context ending with a common
word, hence such backdoors are more successful.
The backdoor accuracy of CIFAR models drops after
the backdoor is introduced and then increases again.
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Figure 4: Backdoor accuracy. a+b: CIFAR classification with semantic backdoor; c+d: word prediction with
semantic backdoor. a+c: single-shot attack; b+d: repeated attack.
There are two reasons for this behavior. First, the objective landscape is not convex. Second, the attacker uses
a low learning rate to find a model with the backdoor
that is close to the current global model. Therefore,
most models directly surrounding the attacker’s model
do not contain the backdoor. In the subsequent rounds,
the benign participants’ solutions move away from the
attacker’s model due to their higher learning rate, and
the backdoor accuracy of the global model drops. Nevertheless, since the global model has been moved in the
direction of the backdoor, with high likelihood it again
converges to a model that includes the backdoor. The
attacker thus faces a tradeo↵. Using a higher learning
rate prevents the initial drop in backdoor accuracy but
may produce an anomalous model that is very di↵erent
from the current global model (see Appendix B.1).
The backdoor accuracy of word-prediction models does
not drop. Word embeddings make up 94% of the
model’s weights and participants update only the embeddings of the words that occur in their local data.
Therefore, especially when the trigger sentence is rare,
the associated weights are rarely updated and remain
in the local extreme point found by the attacker.
Repeated attack. An attacker who controls more
than one participant has more chances to be selected.
Figs. 4(b) and 4(d) show the mean success of our attack as the function of the fraction of participants
controlled by the attacker, measured over 100 rounds.
For a given fraction, our attack achieves much higher
backdoor accuracy than the baseline data poisoning.
For CIFAR (Fig. 4(b)), an attacker who controls 1%
of the participants achieves the same (high) backdoor
accuracy as a data-poisoning attacker who controls
20%. For word prediction (Fig. 4(d)), it is enough to
control 0.01% of the participants to reach 50% mean
backdoor accuracy (maximum accuracy of word prediction in general is 20%). Data poisoning requires 2.5%
malicious participants for a similar e↵ect.
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Conclusions and Future Work

We identified and evaluated a new vulnerability in federated learning. Via model averaging, federated learning
gives thousands or even millions of participants, some
of whom will inevitably be malicious, direct influence
over the weights of the jointly learned model. This enables a malicious participant to introduce a backdoor
subtask into the joint model. Federated learning is
designed to take advantage of participants’ non-i.i.d.
local training data and uses secure aggregation to keep
these data private, thus anomaly detection cannot be
deployed and would not have been e↵ective anyway.
We developed a novel model-replacement methodology
that exploits these vulnerabilities and demonstrated
its efficacy on standard federated-learning tasks, such
as image classification and word prediction. Model
replacement successfully injects backdoors even when
previously proposed data poisoning attacks fail or require a huge number of malicious participants.
Another factor that contributes to the success of backdoor attacks is the vast capacity of modern deep learning models. Conventional metrics of model quality
measure how well the model has learned its main task,
but not what else it has learned. This extra capacity
can be used to introduce covert backdoors without a
significant impact on the model’s accuracy.
Federated learning is not just a distributed version of
standard machine learning. It is a distributed system
and therefore must be robust to arbitrarily misbehaving
participants. Unfortunately, existing techniques for
Byzantine-tolerant distributed learning do not apply
when the participants’ training data are not i.i.d., which
is exactly the motivating scenario for federated learning.
How to design robust federated learning systems is an
important topic for future research.
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